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on the Rise: Be a Partner 
Dealers Can Trust
Executives from two leading dealership 
technology providers have a candid 
discussion about the digital dealership 
landscape, selecting the right partner 
for your specifi c needs, and ensuring 
consumer satisfaction remains intact 
while transitioning to a digital buying 
experience. 
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21 Digital Marketing 
Resolutions for 2021
Consumers have become accustomed 
to the conveniences technology 
provides, so here are the digital 
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Here at P&A, we are jumpstarting 2021 
with an issue packed with digital insights, 
predictions from digital experts, tips and 
tricks for amplifying your digital marketing 
strategies and so much more! 

On page 8, hear from ProMax and The 
Impact Group on a wide range of digital 
aspects crucial to your business. Dealers 
have many options when selecting the 
right technology partner, so ensuring you 
are meeting their needs and keeping up 
with current trends and technologies is of 
paramount importance, as well as imple-
menting long-term strategies for success. 

“It’s really important that the technol-
ogy platform that is being selected and im-
plemented is customizable to the highest 
degree possible to support the processes 
in the dealership,” said Garrett Thorpe, 
The Impact Group’s COO.

The road to the digital buying experi-
ence has been kicked into high-speed as 
a result of the pandemic and consumer’s 
shopping habits continue to evolve. 
Providing dealers with a seamless route to 
working with consumers on the platforms 
and outlets they prefer can make or break 
your digital initiatives. 

“I think the blend from the virtual 
experience to the physical experience is 
going to become more tightly knit which 
is pretty exciting,” added ProMax’s COO, 
Shane Born.

Flip to page 14 for a crash course in 
digital marketing, with a valuable checklist 
of resolutions that every provider should 
have on their to-do list in 2021. Consum-
ers have become accustomed to the 
conveniences that technology provides, 
and it’s up to you to make their wish list 
a reality. 

“The past year may have been an 

unusual one fi lled with unpredictable situ-
ations around every corner, but there have 
been many positives as the auto industry 
embraced technology to continue selling,” 
stated Krys VanSlyke, vice president of 
operations at Digital Air Strike.

In this edition of Meet the Executive, 
P&A had the opportunity to speak with 
Jason Barrie. On page 18, Barrie shares 
the experiences and knowledge that led 
him from Dealertrack to Cox Automo-
tive to Carmatic, and most recently to 
the position of senior vice president of 
product strategy and market development 
at Digital Air Strike. 

“Every day I learn,” Barrie exclaimed. 
“I embrace the challenges our industry 
will face in the future and continue to 
leverage those learnings to deliver for our 
partners and dealer clients.”

Check out page 20 to hear from our 
resident compliance guru, Terrence 
O’Loughlin of Reynolds and Reynolds. 
The documents that dealers use every day 
can be a danger that can be triggered by 
various contingencies and that paper trail 
carries over to their product and technol-
ogy providers.

Last, but certainly never least, on page 
22, Automotive Compliance Education’s 
James Ganther shares a list of questions 
that are really better off  going unasked 
in the professional arena. We all know 
that terminating an employee may lead 
to a charge of discrimination, but it can 
happen during the hiring process as 
well. Tune in for this refresher course 
on discrimination and how to avoid it by 
carefully choosing your words. 
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NADA – The National Automobile 
Dealers Association (NADA) issued its 
2020 analysis of U.S. auto sales and the 
economy.

2020 came to a close with new-light 
vehicle sales of 14.46 million units, 
down 14.7% compared to 2019. Despite 
the lowest monthly SAAR on record of 
8.7 million units in April, signs of the 
new-vehicle sales recovery began in the 

D E V E L O P M E N T SD E P T
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second half of the year as retail consum-
ers returned to dealer lots. While the 
overall new-vehicle market fell by 14.7%, 
consumer retail sales only declined by an 
estimated 9%. 

Given a stronger than anticipated 
sales recovery, manufacturing facility 
shutdowns, and robust new-vehicle 
demand, most U.S. dealerships faced sig-
nificant inventory constrains on popular 

ANALYSIS OF 2020 
AUTO SALES &  
2021 SALES FORECAST

models and popular segments during the 
second half of the year, including cross-
overs and pickups. 

By mid-summer, tight inventory 
meant that OEMs and dealers pulled 
back incentive spending. Coupled with 
consumer preferences for more expen-
sive light-trucks, this pushed average 
transaction prices to record highs 
throughout the year.
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In March, the Federal Reserve 
slashed interest rates to the 0% to 
0.25% lower bound, helping vehicle 
buyers with their monthly payments 
and dealers with their floorplan costs. 
In November 2020, the average interest 
rate on new-vehicle financing was 4.4%, 
down about 90 basis points compared  
to the same time last year. 

At the macro level, real GDP re-
bounded at an annualized rate of 33.4% 
in Q3 of 2020, following an annualized 
31.4% contraction in Q2 of 2020; NADA 
anticipates GDP will decline by around 
4% for 2020 with 4% growth in 2021. In 
the labor market, unemployment peaked 
in April at 14.7% and has fallen each 
month since as workers have returned 
to their jobs or left the labor market. 
At the end  of November, the unem-
ployment rate was 6.7% and is expected 
to continue to fall throughout 2021 as 
COVID-19 vaccines are administered 
throughout the country and more Amer-
icans return to work.

Moving into 2021, NADA antici-
pates new-vehicle sales of 15.5 million 
units – an increase of 7.2% from 2020. 
Headwinds for the vehicle market in 
2021 include continued increases in 
COVID-19 cases, which could lead 
to production disruptions along the 
vehicle supply chain; a global shortage 
of semiconductor microchips used in 
many facets of auto production; and 
tight inventory on dealer lots, partic-
ularly for pickup trucks. Alternatively, 
tailwinds for 2021 include a potential 
economic boom in the second half of 
the year, once a coronavirus vaccina-
tion is widely available and Americans 
are able to return to work; continued 
consumer preferences for personal ve-
hicle ownership over rideshare services 
and public transportation; low interest 
rates; and a gradual return of fleet 
demand for new vehicles.

ROUTEONE continues to digitize the F&I 
process by providing dealers an easily 
accessible, digital library of universal 
and state-specific deal forms within 
their eContracting process. This further 
enhances RouteOne’s suite of tools 
that offer dealers and consumers a 
low-contact vehicle financing experi-
ence. Deal Forms provides RouteOne’s 
11,000+ active eContracting dealers 
the ability to access an expanded digital 
library of universal deal forms includ-
ing odometer statement, agreement to 
provide insurance, and title application. 
Not only does it streamline the F&I 
manager’s process by dynamically 
returning forms that are available for 
the state in which a dealership 
conducts business, it also offers form 
validation, which ensures all required 
fields are complete prior to form 
generation, and then packages the 
forms seamlessly within the electronic 
signing ceremony. 

CDK GLOBAL, Inc. introduced Neuron, 
an open, intelligent data platform 
connected to the Fortellis Automotive 
Commerce Exchange™. Neuron is de-
signed to turn high volumes of industry 
information into easy-to-understand, 
actionable insights for dealers, original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and 
third-party software developers. The 
new platform uses an analytics engine 
powered by artificial intelligence and 
machine learning to create real-time 
and predictive insights. It will empower 
dealers and OEMs to sell and service 
more vehicles by helping them create 
more personalized and differentiated 
customer experiences.

Kelley Blue Book’s newest offerings 
include KELLEY BLUE BOOK® INSTANT 
CASH OFFER BUYING SIGNALS and 
FEATURED AUTO REPAIR CENTER. Kelley 
Blue Book builds on its existing Instant 
Cash Offer tool to tap into data-driven 
insights to help unlock the full 
potential of dealerships’ Instant Cash 
Offers to customers. The indus-
try-leading tool analyzes customer 
shopping behavior data from across 
Cox Automotive data sources to 
provide a more complete picture of 
the consumer, allowing for a more 
targeted approach to offers, and an 
understanding of their vehicle 

shopping preferences and purchase 
timeline without having to manually 
dig through data. Kelley Blue Book® 
Featured Auto Repair Center allows 
franchise dealers to turn KBB.com’s 
millions of service-ready consumer 
visits per month into new business. 

VinSolutions is announcing two new 
tools powered by artificial intelli-
gence, AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING 
PLATFORM and Vinessa which 
ultimately help dealership staff create 
and pursue more sales opportunities 
without creating more work. Automo-
tive Marketing Platform (AMP) is a tool 
that solves the inefficiencies many 
dealerships experience when having 
to manage marketing campaigns 
across multiple departments, vendors 
and channels. AMP integrates with 
the CRM, utilizing data, automation, 
and AI to provide an end-to-end view 
of both marketing and sales to deliver 
personalized experiences throughout 
the ownership cycle and maximize 
marketing ROI. VINESSA is an 
AI-powered virtual assistant that helps 
sales staff pursue and vet more leads 
by providing human-like engagement 
around the clock. Vinessa’s technology 
can guide customers through 
their unique paths to purchase and 
funnel the most viable leads up to 
staff so they can prioritize their time to 
do what they do best--close deals. 

ADESA announced advanced inspec-
tion capabilities, delivering consistency 
and confidence throughout the 
wholesale buyer and seller experi-
ence. ADESA’s new technology 
solution and software platform powers 
high quality, industry-leading inspec-
tions—making significant leaps in 
transparency, relevance and accura-
cy—faster than ever before. ADESA’s 
new inspection platform enables 
on-site vehicle inspectors with an 
advanced, hand-held, phone-based 
technology and a fine-tuned software 
application to capture more precise 
and complete vehicle information. 
With a more intuitive design, inspec-
tors can complete each inspection 
more accurately and consistently, 
presenting the vehicle for sale with 
the most relevant and meaningful 
information to potential buyers. 

P R O D U C T S  &  T E C H N O L O G Y
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TransUnion’s latest Financial Ser-
vices Monthly Industry Snapshot 
Report fi nds that approximately 
2.87% of accounts in the auto, credit 
card, mortgage or unsecured person-
al loan industries remained in some 
form of fi nancial hardship status 
at the end of December 2020. The 
percentage of accounts in fi nancial 
hardship continue to decline from a 
peak of 4.77% observed in May 2020. 

 TransUnion’s fi nancial hardship 
data includes all accommodations on 
fi le at month’s end and includes any 
accounts that were in accommoda-
tion before the COVID-19 pandemic. 
While the percentage of accounts 
in this status has decreased, the de-
clines have slowed in recent months. 

 Furthermore, TransUnion con-
sumer research has found that repay-

PERCENTAGE OF CONSUMERS WITH
FINANCIAL ACCOMMODATIONS REMAINS ELEVATED

ment preferences vary among surveyed 
consumers with loan accommodations. 
For instance, approximately 25% of con-
sumers want to resume regular payments 
and work with the lender to extend the 
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length of the loan; 19% of consumers 
want to extend the accommodation; 
and 17% of consumers would like to 
create a repayment plan to catch up 
while making larger payments.

ACCOUNTS IN FINANCIAL HARDSHIP 
STATUS DECLINING, BUT STILL ELEVATED

DATE/CREDIT AUTO CREDIT  PERSONAL
PRODUCT LOANS CARDS MORTGAGES LOANS

December 2020 2.93% 2.42% 5.36% 3.36%

November 2020 3.22% 2.21% 5.85% 3.60%

October 2020 3.64% 2.14% 5.44% 3.87%

Peak Level* 7.21% 3.73% 7.48% 7.03%

March 2020 0.64% 2.15% 0.48% 1.56%

* Note that peak levels for auto loans and personal loans took place in June 2020 and in 
May 2020 for credit cards and mortgages. 
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As digital 
wholesale 
continues to be 
a primary source 
for buying and 
selling vehicles, 
Manheim has 
named BRAD 
BURNS—a 

17-year veteran of the company with 
extensive client-facing experience— 
as associate vice president of Vehicle 
Information. Burns will be instrumental in 
leading the transformation of Manheim’s 
vehicle information, helping to drive  
client confidence across all platforms in 
the Manheim Digital Marketplace.  
His appointment comes as 81% of 
Manheim’s sales in 2020 went to  
digital buyers. 

GEORG BAUER, 
global automo-
tive financial 
services 
innovator, 
joins  NextCar 
Holding 
Company 
(“NXCR”) as 

co-founder, president, and vice-chairman 
of the Board of Directors. Bauer brings to 
NXCR over four decades of global auto 
financial services experience. He served 
as the CEO of Mercedes Credit Corp and 
CEO of BMW Global Financial Services. 
Bauer is credited as being one of the early 
designers and pioneers of vehicle leasing, 
which was the first mainstream alternative 
to a traditional car loan. Most recently, he 
co-founded Fair, the first direct-to-consum-
er used vehicle subscription platform.

Dan Haugen, 
chief sales 
officer for 
Portfolio, has 
retired, effective 
Dec. 31, 2020. 
DAVID NEUEN-
SCHWANDER, 
president of 

National Automotive Experts and NWAN, 
acquired by Portfolio last year, succeeds 
Haugen as CSO. Neuenschwander joined 
NAE/NWAN as national sales manager in 
2010 after working in his family’s Central 
Missouri dealership and spending 13 years 
as an account executive and regional sales 
manager with Universal Underwriters/
Zurich. At NAE/NWAN, he earned 
promotions to director of agency develop-
ment and vice president of sales before 
being named president in 2017.

M OV E S  &  H I R E S
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P&A spoke with The Impact Group’s 
Garret Thorpe and ProMax’s Shane Born 
on a wide range of digital aspects crucial 
to your dealer-clients’ business. Dealers 
have a number of options when selecting 
the right technology partner, so ensuring 
you are meeting their needs and keeping 
up with the most current trends and tech 
is of paramount importance, as well as 
implementing long-term strategies for 
success. 

Garrett Thorpe, COO, joined The 
Impact Group in 2007 in an account sup-
port role, later becoming responsible for 
the training and installation of Impact’s 
F&I Menu and Reporting systems into 
its dealers’ F&I operations across the 
country.  Garrett spent 10 years in the 
training-focused role, helping develop 
tailored approaches to the integration of 
Impact’s systems to support the unique 
departmental processes and income 
development eff orts of its dealers and 
agents. 

Shane Born has been ProMax’s COO 
since 2011, starting at the company in 
2003 in online software sales, where 
he earned several distinguished sales 
awards. In 2007, he was promoted to di-
rector of training and customer service. 
Prior to working for ProMax, he worked 
in the retail automotive business for sev-
en years in sales. 

The road to the digital buying expe-
rience has been kicked into high-speed 
as a result of the pandemic, and consum-
er’s shopping habits continue to evolve. 
Providing dealers with a seamless route 
to working with consumers on the plat-
forms and outlets they prefer can make 
or break your digital initiatives. 

UNDERSTANDING 
DEALERSHIP 

TECHNOLOGY

What are some key qualities or char-
acteristics that dealers should focus on 
when it comes to vetting and selecting 
prospective technology partners?

Thorpe: It’s the background and ex-
perience that the provider brings to the 
dealership’s operations: How long have 
they been in business? What’s their back-
ground? What kind of growth are they 
experiencing if they’re a relatively new 
technology provider? Growth is really im-
portant, but if it’s not managed properly 
or if they’re seeing a lot of fast growth, 
that can be an inhibitor in terms of the 
performance and adoption of the appli-
cation. What are the backgrounds of the 
people who are in leadership roles or the 
people who are supporting or develop-
ing the application? Are they technology 
professionals who are developing for au-
tomotive or are they automotive profes-
sionals who are developing technology 
that supports automotive processes? 
Things like uptime, redundancies, and re-
liance on a responsive support team are 
also very important. We see now, espe-
cially with the remote aspects of the in-
dustry, that there are a lot of new systems 
that are being leveraged and installed, and 
there are changes in process that might 
be taking place. If there are stresses on 
those systems, whether from a bandwidth 
or uptime standpoint, and those systems 
fail, that can really hamper the operations 
inside and outside the dealership, as well 
as the experience for the customer. 

Executives from two leading dealership technology providers have a candid discussion about 
the digital dealership landscape, selecting the right partner for your specific needs, and ensuring 
consumer satisfaction remains intact while transitioning to a digital buying experience. 

BY KATE SPATAFORA

Beyond that, when you are evaluating 
a technology partner, you have to ques-
tion their commitment. Is that provider 
in business to support you on a month-
to-month basis or are they going to ask 
you for a year-long or three-year-long 
commitment to leverage their technol-
ogy? There are a lot of companies in the 
industry that have recognized, if the sys-
tem is developed, supported and trained 
on, and implemented properly, those sys-
tems should stand up on their own two 
legs. Providers shouldn’t have the right to 
hold the dealer to a multi-year commit-
ment if their services are not reliable and 
supported properly. That’s an important 
question for a dealer to ask, as well as 
about the fees. A company’s structure is 
also important. Are they developing and 
supporting their own applications or are 
they outsourcing any of that develop-
ment, support, or training? How does that 
work, and are those services inhouse or 
are they leveraging third parties as part of 
that process? All of this aff ects the deal-
er’s relationship and experience with the 
platform. 

With respect to implementation and 
systems training, what are some strate-
gies that ensure successful adoption of 
new technologies into a dealer’s process?

Thorpe: In today’s environment, given 
the adjustments we have all made in regard 
to remote connectivity, certain processes 
that might have been previously followed 
100% of the time, or close to it, are now not 
always being followed as closely. We are 
all adapting to changes in schedules and 
fi nding that we need to be, as technology 
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providers, adaptable to a dealer’s sched-
ule and what is happening with the flow 
of business within the dealership. When 
it comes to implementation and training, 
particularly if you can’t be doing that in 
person, are you adaptive to what might 
be going on, on the other side? If you’re 
training a finance manager and business 
happens to be really busy that day, and 
this is a remote training process, can you 
be nimble and adjust to that and whatever 
else is happening at the dealership level? 
The success of the implementation really 
relies on the architecture of the technol-
ogy just as much as the training and in-
stallation of it. Is it in intuitive? Is it easy 
to use? Are there other ancillary applica-
tions that are necessary to help support 
the use of that application? In a remote 
environment, is there a thorough testing 
of configuration before it goes live? 

We’re seeing many dealers imple-
menting new technology at a rapid pace 
in order to be prepared for what might be 
coming over the next couple of months. 
We want to get those systems running as 
quickly as possible, and we want to get 
them into action and maintain that prof-
itability. But, if we are not following a rou-
tine and methodical process to test and 
configure those systems, as well as prop-
erly train on them, and cross train teams 
if necessary, then we are setting ourselves 
up for failure — not only at the provider 
level, but at the dealership level of that 
customer experience and the profitability 
that comes out of it. 

In our current environment, what  
aspects of a technology platform are 
most essential to making remote acces-
sibility and support of the dealership 
easier for a dealer’s partners, as well as 
their employees?

Thorpe: Ease of use and the system 
design is most important. Is it easy to 
use and is it simple to understand, not 
only from the end-user’s standpoint in 
the dealership, but for the customer who 
might be interfacing it with the individu-
al in the dealership? Is it a logical flow of 
information for both parties? Is the navi-
gation of the software intuitive and sim-

ple? In terms of development, is it up to 
date? Is it leveraging the most up-to-date 
technology? Is it cross-compatible on all 
devices that a customer might interface 
with it? Is it safe and secure? 

When it comes to our remote environ-
ment, a lot is happening as far as sensitiv-
ity of information and the content of the 
interaction between the dealer and their 
customer. You have to make sure that the 
communications are secure, the infor-
mation is being sent and linked properly, 
and there are no risks as far as privacy 
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However, the customer is interfacing with 
that technology, whether they’re in the 
dealership or they’re outside the dealer-
ship. To the benefit of the customer and 
the person in the dealership that is lever-
aging and driving that interaction, it really 
should be the same process regardless of 
how the customer is seeing and experi-
encing it. 

The last thing about the remote con-
nectivity piece is that dealership man-
agement, executive level managers, and 
partners that support operations outside 

We are all adapting to changes in schedules 
and �nding that we need to be, as technology 

providers, adaptable to a dealer’s schedule and 
what is happening with the �ow of business 

within the dealership. – GARRETT THORPE

and safeguarding of information. These 
things are all really in flux right now. We 
have to make sure that we have systems 
and processes in place that support the 
security of that information. In terms of 
the remote accessibility portion, you have 
to ask if that piece is baked into the appli-
cation that’s being leveraged or is it nec-
essary for the dealer or user to be main-
taining their own remote connectivity 
piece? Are they managing their own Zoom 
account or subscription to GoTo Meeting 
in order to connect and interface with the 
dealer? Or does the piece of software they 
are leveraging already have that baked 
into the platform in a way that is easy to 
activate and easy for customers to access 
at the same time? Those are really critical 
elements to the remote aspect of all this. 

We need to make sure the experience 
has continuity, whether it’s delivered re-
motely or if the customer is sitting in the 
dealership with the person who is driving 
it. We are first and foremost focused on 
the F&I interaction, so our philosophy is 
that it should be the easiest piece of tech-
nology for the F&I manager to leverage. 

the dealership need to have the remote 
connectivity to track, monitor, and man-
age what’s happening or what’s not hap-
pening in those processes, even if they’re 
not in the dealership. 

What advice can you give to help deal-
ers ensure that customer satisfaction re-
mains consistently high in an era when 
certain deviations from tried-and-true 
dealership processes might be more like-
ly, or even necessary?

Thorpe: It’s really important that the 
technology platform that is being select-
ed and implemented is customizable to 
the highest degree possible to support 
the processes in the dealership that work 
at a very high level. It must also bolster 
the areas for particular dealerships op-
erations that maybe could use some en-
hancement or improvement. I think that 
customizability and ensuring that the 
dealer’s value proposition, brand iden-
tity, and market identity in the area they 
compete can be leveraged and conveyed 
to the customer. Even if we are in a situa-
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tion where we’re not in the same building, 
does the customer experience the exact 
same thing they would in a finance office 
or a showroom? Is the platform process 
oriented? If the platform is not process 
oriented to some degree, and we are devi-
ating from those tried-and-true process-
es, there might be a tendency to put the 
cart before the horse. 

On our side of the industry, F&I is 
the focus. If we’re trying to get through 
a delivery quickly, keep a customer hap-
py, and make sure that all the options 
are still presented, are we going to find 
ourselves in a situation where we are 
presenting payment before value? That 
doesn’t do anyone any good in terms 
of maintaining a value proposition and 
positive customer experience. Let’s con-
tinue to follow the steps to the sale that 
we know are most effective and ensure 
that we’ve got the customer in a solid 
deal before we take our next steps. Is 
there a value proposition that’s under-
stood on whatever is being presented to 
the customer before we talk about what 
it’s going to cost them to leverage those 
solutions? I think that the technology 
platform, if it supports those processes 
and helps maintain them, and if those 
processes are trackable and manageable 
remotely, that is a really important thing 
in terms of customer experience but also 
in maintaining profitability. You have to 
ensure that communications inside the 
dealership and outside the dealership are 
tied together with its partners, whether 
it’s a general agency partner or an ad-
ministrator partner. That way, if there is 
something going on and an agent can’t 
get into the dealership to help resolve 
it, they know what is happening in the 
store or they know how those systems 
or processes are being followed, so they 
can continue to develop income, train, 
and help support the account even if 
they’re not party to those interactions 
to the same degree they might have been 
previously. Process-oriented technolo-
gy, tracking mechanisms that allow you 
to monitor and manage, and keeping it 
speedy and efficient for the customer are 
all still very important. 

THE DIGITAL BUYING 
EXPERIENCE

 How has COVID accelerated the mi-
gration towards offering a digital buying 
experience to customers?

 Born: While we’ve seen more adop-
tion of online tools consistently, and in 
many cases across generations of sever-
al years, COVID certainly expanded the 
awareness of gaps currently facing the 
auto shopper, especially those that are 
looking to have a similar experience to 
what they have on Amazon. We’ve seen 
certain companies take advantage of 
that, like Carvana for example. With larg-
er groups like Asbury, we recently saw 
them try to tackle the same challenge 
with their release of Clicklane. There are 
other companies out there looking to 
migrate to that next step. But there are 
some data points to take into consider-
ation. Google recently shared that 93% 
of people are using their personal vehi-
cle more, and that’s a positive thing for 
the auto industry as people migrate away 
from rideshares and public transport. 
When they surveyed the Top 10 Factors 
in 2020 for Considering Purchasing a 
Car, at home test drives, review videos, 
online payments, and VR test drives were 
all amongst the top. We’re starting to get 
some insight into things that people are 
seeing as important when making that 
decision. Additionally, 18% of those peo-
ple said they would buy a vehicle sooner 
if there was an online purchasing option. 
Now, I don’t think we’re quite at the 
point where everyone wants to put a car 
in their online shopping cart, click a but-
ton and be done with it, but I think that 
we are seeing disruption in our industry. 

Currently, the primary driver of con-
sumer value within digital is research. 
Google shows that 95% of auto shoppers 
use digital as a source of information 
during that research phase, and 65% of 
those buyers research for three weeks 
or less before making a purchase. Once 
they start researching, they’re making a 
purchase pretty quickly. Another inter-

esting point is 60% of those were unde-
cided when they started. It’s no longer, 
my father drove a Ford, my last car was 
a Ford, so I’m going to buy another Ford. 
They’re having an open mind during that 
research phase. Additionally, video test 
drives and walkthroughs have doubled 
in the last year, according to YouTube 
— 70% of consumers said that the vid-
eo they watched influenced their final 
decision. When you combine that with 
the fact that more consumers are start-
ing on third party sites, we’ve seen a 12% 
YOY increase starting on third party, and 
a decrease in going straight to a dealer-
ship website. Dealers want to ensure that 
you’re aligning your digital marketing 
spend — Google ads, pay-per-click, etc. 
— to target those consumers that are 
still in the undecided, research phase. 
You also want to attract them with the 
things they are looking for. When they’ve 
gone from one of these third-party web-
sites and they land on your website, 
you have to ensure you’re offering them 
more — additional steps they can take 
and additional information, specific to 
your dealership. Examples would be to 
give them the option to become instant-
ly pre-qualified — not just fill out a form 
and hope someone calls you back, but 
instantly get prequalified. See what the 
value of their car is, figure out the eq-
uity on the car and how that translates 
to payments on the specific vehicle they 
are looking at. Those things allow a con-
sumer to give additional and valuable in-
formation, while ultimately making the 
buying process frictionless, faster, and 
more convenient. That’s really what the 
consumer is looking for when they are 
talking about a positive digital buying 
experience. 

What advice would you give a dealer-
ship as they contemplate the mobile com-
ponent of their digital strategy?

Born: If you’re not putting a signifi-
cant focus on mobile when talking about 
digital marketing, you’ve missed the boat 
by a couple of years. More than ever now, 
its needs to be an optimized and enjoy-
able mobile experience for consumers. 
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In the third quarter of 2020, mobile 
devices (excluding tablets) generated 
50.81% of all global traffic. Google con-
tinues to modify and change their prac-
tices based on mobile-friendly standards 
and the weight that is placed on your 
SEO ranking. If your site isn’t perform-
ing well on mobile, your SEO ranking is 
going to show that. In an effort to share 
some quick things that a dealership can 
take into consideration when talking 
about that: Is it easy for users to find the 
information that is most important to 
them on the mobile device? What are the 
most prevalent things people are want-
ing when they come to my website? Can 
they easily click-to-call, see hours, and 
schedule a service? And is all that info 
above the fold? Make it easy when they 
get to your website so that they don’t 
have to dig for the information they are 
probably there to get.

code, because you want to be immediately 
pulling up whatever they click. I especial-
ly see this as a failure in inventory loading 
pages. When they get to that page, if you 
haven’t brought up the first couple of cars 
right away, they bounce and are onto the 
next site. Those are just a couple of the 
takeaways I would give when analyzing 
your site for mobile friendliness.

 What do you foresee on the horizon for 
digital in the automotive space over the 
next couple of years?

 Born: I think the future is exciting, es-
pecially when talking about technology. I 
think we will continue to see OEMs and 
dealers adapting AR, VR and 360-video. 
We’ve already seen BMW, Audi, Porsche, 
and Infiniti all start to take advantage 
of this phenomenon. Audi originally al-
lowed consumers to completely custom-
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nificant piece is going to be consumed 
by the auto industry. Another interesting 
company in that space is a place called 
Relay Cars. They recently hit 1.1 million 
downloads on their VR software app, so 
there is definitely an appetite for that 
type of immersive experience. 

From a safety perspective, there are 
several companies working with immer-
sive reality, displaying real-time data on 
the windshield to help keep drivers fo-
cused. Perhaps the most prominent edge 
of this technology is the stereoscopic im-
age that can fix the driver’s viewing angle, 
and directions, signals, and info, can ap-
pear to be part of the road, which keeps 
your focus on the road and up as opposed 
to the center console, and in many cases, 
your cell phone. I think that safety is go-
ing to be an important thing that VR helps 
to increase as we move forward. 

There are a few nice benefits where 
the VR experience becomes more stan-
dard in addition to the safety example. 
It will allow dealers to show off every 
combination of model, trim, and color, 
without having to stock all of them. It’s 
a considerably better immersive experi-
ence for the consumer within VR than 
the last two pages of the brochure where 
you’ve got the color swatches. Taking it 
a step farther, the consumer is going to 
be able to spend as much time as they 
want within that vehicle, looking at all 
the different combinations to become 
comfortable with what they want. And 
what’s that going to do down the road? 
It will lend valuable insights into what’s 
important to a consumer. What are they 
spending their time on? What’s most 
important to them when they’re not be-
ing pressured by a sales associate on the 
showroom floor? And it may eventually 
translate to the CRM. If you can see they 
spent time online checking out safety 
features, it registers in the CRM, and 
when they come into the dealership, the 
sales associate knows they should spend 
time highlighting some of those safety 
features. I think the blend from the vir-
tual experience to the physical experi-
ence is going to become more tightly knit 
which is pretty exciting.   

I think the blend from the virtual experience 
to the physical experience is going to 

become more tightly knit which is pretty exciting.  
– SHANE BORN

Second thing, is the mobile site vi-
sually appealing? For a long time, it was 
enough if you had a redirect of your exist-
ing website on mobile and all the info was 
there. That’s not good enough anymore. 
It has to look good. Otherwise, you are 
going to see higher bounce rates on your 
mobile than you’re seeing on your desk-
top. Are my buttons an optimal size for 
fingers to press? It’s amazing how many 
times you see these mobile sites that are 
trying to get all these different CTAs and 
they’re all crammed together, and it be-
comes difficult to click. 

Make sure the mobile site is loading 
quickly using optimized code. Speed is 
even more important on a mobile than on 
a desktop. People using it on a mobile ap-
plication are more impatient than sitting 
at a desktop. Make sure you use optimized 

ize their vehicle through VR, check out 
all the different trims and colors and all 
of that. Porsche went a little bit farther 
with their virtual experience, where us-
ers got the opportunity to see new mod-
els before they were even released, which 
allowed them to pre-order cars. We’ve 
seen Tesla have an advantage with this, 
and the new Bronco was another exam-
ple of OEMs having success doing that. 
Moving towards the retail side of it, if you 
look what Vroom just launched, it’s their 
first virtual reality showroom, and when 
I looked the other day, they had about 30 
cars. But they’re targeting 300 different 
cars that you can take a look at by year’s 
end. Goldman Sachs recently reported 
that the potential for the VR/AR market 
is $80 billion by 2025 — $35 billion of 
that specific to software, of which a sig-
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The past year may have been an unusual 
one fi lled with unpredictable situations 
around every corner, but there have been 
many positives as the auto industry em-
braced technology to continue selling and 
servicing amid shutdowns and social dis-
tancing. Consumers aren’t ready to give 
up the conveniences technology provid-
ed, so here are the digital marketing reso-
lutions every dealer needs to keep in mind 
in the new year.  

1Resolve to be where your 
customers are.
More consumers are getting rid of ca-

ble and using streaming services to watch 
live sports, top shows, and hit movies. In 
fact, streaming services have increased 
their viewership by 60% over the past 
year. Amazon OTT (Over-the-Top) ads 
on streaming platforms allow dealers to 
advertise to their consumers on Hulu, 
Amazon Prime, HBO Max, and more than 
60 other services. Amazon OTT ads are 
unique in that they are highly targeted 
based on geography, shopping behaviors, 
viewing habits, and more. The ads also 
can’t be skipped by consumers and play 
full screen with sound.

2Resolve to stay at the top of 
social media feeds.

Facebook and Instagram stories have 
been around for more than three years 
now, but many dealers still don’t take 
advantage of this prime digital real es-

tate. These posts show up at the top of 
newsfeeds and are seen by more people. 
In fact, about 500 million people view In-
stagram stories every day. 

3Resolve to have more fun.
Social media platforms like TikTok 

tap into the desire for people to be play-
ful and showcase their creativity. Deal-
ers who aren’t afraid to have a little fun 
online can use this platform to reach a 
new generation of car buyers and service 
customers. TikTok is the fastest growing 
social network of all time. In June, TikTok 
was downloaded 87 million times world-
wide, with 7.5 million of those downloads 
coming from the U.S.  

4Resolve to answer the questions 
consumers are asking.

Almost all vehicle research will intersect 
with YouTube at some point. Use this 
popular site to your advantage by making 
videos about consumer hot topics. Con-
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Consumers have become 
accustomed to the conveniences 
technology provides, so here 
are the digital marketing 
resolutions every dealership 
and dealer-partner needs 
to keep in mind in 2021.  

BY KRYS VANSLYKE
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sider posting videos that compare and 
contrast two similar vehicles and explain 
any new features. According to the pro-
vider, YouTube is the top destination for 
auto purchasers to experience vehicles 
with video.

5 Resolve to include “Pinners” 
in your marketing plan. 

Pinterest is for planners, and with auto-
motive playing a bigger role on the popu-
lar image sharing site, there’s never been 
a better time to advertise on this unique 
social media platform. About 29 million 
auto service customers and 58% of U.S. 
adult internet users with incomes of 
more than $100,000 visit Pinterest every 
month. With unique data points, Pinter-
est is a great place to reach people re-
searching future vehicle purchases. 

6Resolve to improve social posting.
Your social media shouldn’t always be 

a sales pitch. It’s great to include off ers 
and incentives, but always use this tool to 
showcase how you support the communi-
ty, celebrate happy customers, and high-
light your rock star team members. Keep 
copy short and to the point, and use vid-
eos to grab attention and stop the scroll. 

7 Resolve to create a social 
calendar and post frequently.

Get organized and plan ahead by using a so-
cial media calendar so you can be strategic 
about each post. A calendar also allows you 
to plan with needed graphics and photos 
and reminds your business of important 
upcoming events you want to post about.

8 Resolve to monitor your 
social media and respond in 

a timely manner.
The cost of ignoring social media can turn 
prospects away without you even knowing. 
Watch for users commenting on your posts 
and make sure you’re replying quickly in a 
personalized manner. People will appreci-
ate personal, rapid responses and keep you 
in mind for future purchases. 

9  Resolve to advertise on 
social media. 

Use highly targeted ads on social media 
to reach new customers, engage current 

ones, and sell more. Create unique au-
diences and retarget website visitors to 
increase conversions. Remember to mon-
itor your ads for comments. You’re paying 
for that content to be seen and you don’t 
want a negative comment on your ad to 
drive traffi  c away from your dealership 
and ruin your ROI. 

10 Resolve to recruit top talent 
through social.

Your next rock star team member could 
be on social media. Be sure to post open 
positions and the benefi ts of working for 
your dealership not only on job sites, but 
on Facebook, LinkedIn, and more. Social 
media is a great place to connect with 
tech-savvy talent. Improve your star rat-
ings as an employer by asking your team 
to write reviews about their experiences 
at your dealership.

11 Resolve to respond 
professionally.

Engaging in online arguments makes 
your dealership look bad. Make sure you 
calmly address any customer issues and 
show that you really care about resolving 
it. Also, take the conversation offl  ine and 
provide direct contact information of a 
higher-level employee to assist in fi xing 
the situation.

12Resolve to boost your 
reputation scores.

Approximately 85% of consumers trust 
online reviews as much as personal rec-
ommendations. Nearly three out of four 
consumers trust a company more if it has 
positive reviews, and 49% of consumers 
need at least a four-star rating before they 
choose to use a business. If you’re not 
monitoring your reputation and protect-
ing your brand in 2021, you are making a 
huge mistake. Make sure you are actively 
requesting reviews from happy custom-
ers, including by text message immediate-
ly after their purchase or service.

13Resolve to survey customers to 
get more positive reviews.

Get your team trained and involved in 
communicating the survey process to 
your customers. The feedback you receive 

can be used to uncover opportunities for 
improvement and can be addressed be-
fore the customer posts something nega-
tive online. Even fi ve-star survey respons-
es can include valuable feedback. Make 
it easy for happy customers to post their 
positive feedback on top review sites by 
providing links in your survey. 

14 Resolve to showcase your 
business free in Google 

search results. 
More than 80% of all online searches are 
conducted on Google and 60% of custom-
ers check Google My Business for reviews. 
It’s imperative that your Google My Busi-
ness page makes a great fi rst impression. 
Highlight great services, inventory, spe-
cial off ers, job openings, customer tes-
timonials, and more in your listing. Use 
photos, motion graphics, and video to 
capture attention and make the most of 
“zero-click search” traffi  c. 

15Resolve to use video to 
engage consumers. 

In all, 74% of consumers say they’d pre-
fer to learn about a product or service 
through video, and according to Google, 
there’s been a 40% increase in car video 
views this year. Grab your mobile phone 
or use a webcam to record simple videos 
that showcase vehicle features, dealership 
safety measures, service orders, and DIY 
service tips. Send the videos to customers 
via email or text to engage them and allow 
them to do more of their research from 
home.

16 Resolve to leverage AI 
assistants to qualify and 

capture leads.
People shop on their schedule, not yours. 
Lean on virtual chat assistants to fi eld 
questions, capture leads, and schedule 
appointments on your website or Face-
book 24/7. You can even use a chatbot as 
a digital receptionist to handle common 
questions and route shoppers to the right 
team members for that personal touch 
that doesn’t fl ood your inbox. More ad-
vanced AI chat programs provide inte-
grations to empower car buyers to get 
pre-qualifi ed for credit and estimate their 



Krys VanSlyke is the vice president of operations at Digital 
Air Strike. He serves the bright people who help clients win 
through five-star implementation, fulfillment, and support 
of DAS products. Krys has been leading creative teams for 
20 years and working in social media for business since 
he told his then-boss “our company should be on Twitter” 
back in 2008.
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vehicle trade-in value, ultimately doing 
more online so your team can focus on 
hot leads fi rst.

17 Resolve to communicate 
with consumers in their 

preferred method.
Many consumers prefer messaging 
through text and chat platforms. Make it 
easy for them to connect with your deal-
ership by providing phone numbers that 
can be text messaged on your website, 
Google My Business page, ads, and more. 
Make sure you are using technology to 
manage this so you can track leads, and so 
your team members aren’t sending mes-
sages from their personal devices. 

18Resolve to be read. 
Almost 98% of text messages are 

read within three minutes, compared to 
only 20% of emails. Use bulk text/SMS 

messaging to communicate timely up-
dates, dealership specials, new hours, and 
more to your customers. 

19Resolve to respond to all leads 
quickly and professionally.

According to 61% of car buyers, how 
quickly a dealer responds to their vehicle 
inquiry directly impacts their dealership 
selection. Be sure to respond quickly, in-
clude multiple vehicle options, your deal-
ership “why buys,” current specials, and 
more. Also, be sure to answer any specifi c 
questions car buyers have.

20 Resolve to improve lead 
follow-up. 

Digital Air Strike’s 8th  Annual Automo-
tive Social Media & Online Trends Study 
reports that 78% of people spend weeks to 
months researching vehicles before buy-
ing, so make sure you’re following up with 

car buyers well beyond their fi rst inquiry. 
Many dealerships only have the band-
width to handle customers right in front 
of them, so make sure you have a process 
or technology to engage with consumers 
that didn’t purchase.  

21Resolve to spend money wisely.
When is the last time you audited 

your budget? Are all vendors delivering 
ROI? Are you paying for duplicate ser-
vices? Dig into the numbers and identify 
vendors that are true partners and are de-
livering results. 
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An Interview with

Digital Air Strike’s
Jason Barrie

M E E T  T H E  E X E C U T I V ED E P T

In today’s dealership environment, strong data is the play. But keep in 
mind, it’s not just technology, it’s about your dealership’s experience. 

BY KATE SPATAFORA

How did you get started in the world 
of automotive, speci� cally automotive 
technology?

 I started with Dealertrack in 2005 
focusing on marketing. I always had a 
passion for the automotive industry and 
ecommerce technology. I started my ca-
reer in the late ‘90s as the dot-com boom 
transformed the economy, all while con-
sumers started shifting how they made 
purchases. During that time, I developed 
an absolute passion for the potential of 
the internet, and what better industry to 
live out that passion through than the au-
tomotive industry.

Your career path has led you to a few 
different marketing positions. Overall, how 
have marketing tactics evolved as the in-
dustry becomes more digitally focused? 

 Data, data, and more data has trans-
formed how dealers market and sell. With 
the proliferation of technology providing 
greater buying transparency for consum-

ers and effi  ciencies for dealers, access to 
data has never been more prevalent for 
all stakeholders. Twenty years ago, deal-
ers needed a PhD to drag data out of the 
DMS (dealer management system). Now, 
with the vast array of technologies avail-
able to dealers, there’s an expectation 
that managers and GMs are making smart 
decisions — marketing included — across 
their business, supported with data-driv-
en insights. 

It has been invigorating to see how 
dealers have evolved their marketing 
strategies to be more eff ective to get the 
attention of consumers, diff erentiate 
from the herd, and drive sale and service 
opportunities more effi  ciently and prof-
itably through the funnel. There’s no ex-
cuse for “spray and pray” tactics anymore. 
Whether that’s driving awareness through 
advertising channels, engaging more ef-
fectively with consumers while they are 
in the sales journey, or communicating 
during the ownership cycle to drive fi xed 
operations profi tability, there is no longer 
any excuses for mass marketing.  

What did your time at Dealertrack and 
Cox Automotive teach you, and are there 
lessons you have carried with you to fu-
ture endeavors? 

 Both Dealertack and Cox had tremen-

dously successful cultures that consis-
tently focused on a client-fi rst mentality. 
I remember when I fi rst started at Dealer-
track, a senior leader at the company 
challenged me to spend at least one hour 
a day speaking with dealers. That leader 
knew I never had my tie cut, and for all of 
the great experiences I had in marketing 
and ecommerce, I was missing a key piece 
of the puzzle to be successful in the au-
tomotive industry: Truly understanding 
what it takes to sell a car. That leader’s 
direction sticks with me today as my ca-
reer has evolved and made joining Digital 
Air Strike a natural next step as DAS has 
a “clients win” mission, mentality, and 
culture. 

Can you tell us about your role at 
Carmatic? 

 Carmatic is an amazing technology 
company. We combined the power of tech-
nology and a concierge model to sell vehi-
cles. We partnered with top dealer groups 
and dealer principals from across the 
country to deliver a top-notch car-buying 
experience. For the fi rst time in my career, 
I was on the front lines with my team sell-
ing and marketing direct to consumers. Al-

Jason Barrie joined Digital Air Strike 
(DAS) after 15 years of F&I, auto tech, and 
retail experience. P&A spoke with Barrie 
about the road that led him to DAS, how 
real-world experience is the ultimate tool, 
and what he hopes to achieve in his latest 
endeavor.
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though we didn’t wear ties, I felt the exhil-
aration of selling and exceeding customers’ 
expectations every day. 

What led you to Digital Air Strike?

 At Digital Air Strike, we pride ourselves 
on not just selling software, but on build-
ing relationships. That investment means 
a lot to me, as it is how we will continue 
to provide value to our clients. Over the 
last 10 years, I have observed Digital Air 
Strike growing their roots as a technology 
company. They were the first player to en-
able dealers to harness the power of social 
media platforms, and they got it from the 
beginning. 

At Dealertrack, I worked with Alexi 
Venneri, who is the co-founder and CEO 
of Digital Air Strike. Alexi, her leader-
ship team, and the company’s board have 
well-rounded backgrounds along with a 
successful track record in growing tech-
nology companies, dealership groups, 
and other businesses outside of the auto 
industry. Most importantly, they have a 
relentless passion to deliver results for 
dealers all while challenging themselves 
to evolve and stay ahead of trends.

What do you hope to achieve in your 
new role at Digital Air Strike?

 Digital Air Strike has been known as a 
leader in helping dealers maximize their 
consumer engagement through social 
media marketing, reputation manage-
ment, and optimized lead response. Today, 
through our team and technology, Digital 
Air Strike influences more than 35% of all 
vehicle purchases in the U.S. In 2021 and 
2022, we will focus on leveraging our lead-
ership position and expertise on expanding 
our technology to continue to create a bet-
ter experience for dealerships and custom-
ers. We support dealers increasing their 
awareness among their targeted audiences, 
engaging more effectively with customers 
and garnering a more loyal customer base 
through our technology and services. 

Is there anything on the horizon for Dig-
ital Air Strike in 2021?

 We have identified market opportu-
nities that we believe will be transfor-

mative for dealers. The special finance 
market and new inventory merchandis-
ing solutions, along with some interest-
ing virtual retailing technology, are all on 
the horizon for Digital Air Strike. I look 
forward to sharing those details with you 
very soon. 

What do you think Digital Air Strike may 
teach you throughout these endeavors?

 My 11- and 14-year-old daughters can 
more skillfully navigate TikTok, Snap-
chat, and Instagram better than most car 
dealers. What does that tell you? Today’s 

consumer, and tomorrow’s consumer, are 
embracing communication platforms and 
technologies to get an upper hand. I have 
been so impressed with the team at Digital 
Air Strike in their ability to identify new 
trends, embrace change, develop technol-
ogies and provide education to dealers as 
these trends continue to evolve. Every day 
I learn. I embrace the challenges our in-
dustry will face in the future and continue 
to leverage those learnings to deliver for 
our partners and dealer clients. And may-
be I’ll have my tie cut after I post my first 
TikTok.   

Jason Barrie, Digital Air Strike’s new SVP of product strategy, visits family near Lake 
Minnetonka in Minnesota with his wife Sloane Barrie and their two daughters.
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Are There 
Hidden 
Dangers at 
Your Store?

C OMPL I A N C E  H A Z A RD SD E P T

A few years ago, after midnight, there was 
an explosion in Limburg, Germany, thought 
by the local population to be a meteorite. 
It was a violent explosion that left a large 
crater. After examination, it was deter-
mined to be a World War II aerial bomb, 
which was buried at a depth of 16 feet, 
weighing 550 pounds with a chemical 
detonator. Authorities confi rmed that the 
bomb had exploded by itself, without any 
external trigger. Evidently, the materials 
of the detonator decompose over a long 
period of time that will cause the ignition 
leading to an explosion, a powerful one. 

The documents that dealers use every 
day to sell vehicles are the same: they can 
be hidden dangers that can be triggered 
by various contingencies. Some dealers 
have little regard for the seemingly trifl ing 
“paperwork,” but they are shortchanging 
themselves. The paperwork is the direct 
evidence of the transaction and identifi es 
the liabilities of the dealer and the cus-
tomer. 

Documents can lie dormant for many 
years, only to be called upon years later to 
prosecute dealers for a multitude of viola-
tions of the law. For example, many states 
require certain disclosures to appear in 

buyers’ orders and other contracts and 
forms. Failure to include them can trigger 
a legal penalty per transaction by state 
authorities. They can also be the basis of 
class actions as they are perfect fodder for 
such legal actions. For example, I prose-
cuted a leasing company for its failure 
to include a lease disclosure in its lease 
contracts. Each of the leasing company’s 
contracts was subjected to a $10,000 per 
contract legal statutory penalty.   

Why Are Documents 
Necessary at All?
The need for contractual documentation 
began in 1677 with the Act for Prevention 
of Frauds and Perjuries that was passed 
in the British Parliament. The Statute of 
Frauds was thus born and has been enact-
ed throughout the U.S., typically requiring 
a signed writing for a number of circum-
stances including, contracts for the sale of 
goods totaling $500 or more. For vehicle 
transactions, states have enacted other 
legislation mandating other disclosures 
and signed documents. 

Documents are similar to currency. 
Societies will always need documents 
whether they appear in paper or electron-
ic form. 

The documents that dealers 
use every day can be a danger 
that can be triggered by 
various contingencies.

BY TERRENCE J. O’LOUGHLIN, 
J.D., M.B.A.

Basic Document Concerns
I have reviewed thousands of dealer doc-
uments over my 30-year career in both 
policing and championing the automo-
tive industry. It is apparent that some 
dealers are quite lax in their document 
maintenance policies. Depending upon 
the transaction, there may be as many as 
20 or more documents used in a single 
transaction. Dealer documents, in their 
various confi gurations, contain mandat-
ed government disclosures. Examples 
of these documents are test drive agree-
ments, agreements to furnish insurance, 
notices to cosigner, payoff  authorizations, 
buyer’s and lease orders, GAP agree-
ments, title transfers, and more. For some 
more careless dealers, these documents 
are inconsistent with one another in their 
terms and conditions. Other dealer docu-
ments may have internal inconsistencies 
and terms, as more than one dealer em-
ployee may have contributed to them, but 
no one at the dealership coordinates and 
oversees them. In some dealer forms, it is 
unclear who the parties are to the trans-
action, as these forms are poorly drafted. 
A basic rule of law is that if there is an 
ambiguity in a document, the benefi t of 
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the doubt accrues against the maker. The 
dealer is the maker, which means that any 
ambiguity benefi ts the consumer. Dealers 
need to draft their documents carefully. 

In addition, franchise and lender 
agreements generally impose an obli-
gation on the dealer that he must be 
compliant with the law. Correct and 
compliant documents can be part of this 
obligation. 

How Long Do Documents 
Really Matter?
Documents are relevant for the entire 
lifespan of the dealer-customer relation-
ship. There is a concept in the law called 
a statute of limitation. This means that 
violations cannot be prosecuted after a 
certain date in the future, as there is a 
temporal limitation on liability. There 
are various statutes of limitation, de-
pending upon the state, but common 
ones are fi ve or seven years in length. In 
other words, long after the documents 
are fi led away, they remain current for 
liability purposes. 

Mandated Disclosures 
Federal and state regulators dictate lan-
guage that must be included in various 

consumer-facing documents. Pursuant to 
federal law, for example, the buyer’s guide 
language must be included in buyer’s or-
ders. English and Spanish versions are 
recommended. 

There are great disparities from state 
to state as to what disclosures must be 
made. For example, in Illinois, a notice 
regarding public liability insurance must 
be included. The statement must be 
in bold type and not less than one-half 
inch in height. In Louisiana, dealers are 
required to disclose that they may be 
participating in fi nance charges in the 
buyer’s order or any other document. 
In Maryland, a contract for the sale of 
a vehicle shall contain a statement, in 
12-point type or larger, identifying the 
dealer processing charge. In Michigan, a 
dealer cannot enforce a retail vehicle sale 
unless the agreement contains a place 
for acknowledgment by the consumer of 
the receipt of a copy of the agreement or 
actual delivery of the vehicle. In Minne-
sota, if the dealer charges an electronic 
title transfer fee, the sales agreement 
must separately state and identify the fee 
as an “optional electronic transfer fee.” 
There are a great number of other exam-
ples. Failure to properly provide these 
disclosures in the manner, indicated in 
the statute or regulation, can incur seri-
ous fi nancial penalties.

Finally, documents are dynamic, as 
they may have to change due to legislative 
or regulatory updates, court decisions, or 
a compelling business reason. Most state 
legislatures meet annually and may revise 
statutes that relate to dealers’ businesses. 
Failure to include this updated language 
may incur statutory penalties. Dealers 
need to stay abreast of these ongoing 
changes. 

Recommended Inclusions
Language and forms in the transaction 
should be included to protect the dealer 
against as many contingencies as may 
be anticipated. As mentioned above, 
forms are operative for many years after 
the customer departs the store with his 
vehicle. 

For example, in addition to what is 
required by law, dealers should include 

language in the buyer’s order, or provide 
stand-alone forms, to address issues such 
as spot deliveries, liability and insurance 
shifting, electronic communications, and 
arbitration. 

Dealers never know when certain doc-
uments or added language will become 
helpful in defending against lawsuits. 
These added terms and conditions may 
never become operative, but they should 
provide dealers some solace.  

Recommendations to 
Defuse the Danger 
Dealers need to have a document protocol 
to mitigate against any dangers: 
•  First of all, someone must be respon-

sible for overseeing all the documents 
used at the store. This person should be 
the compliance offi  cer. 

•  No changes to the documents, using 
additional documents, or discontinuing 
the use of any documents, should be 
permitted unless the compliance offi  cer 
provides their approval. 

•  A comprehensive review of what is man-
dated to be included in the documenta-
tion should be undertaken.

•  Documents should address as many 
contingencies as possible, in the present 
and in the future. 

•  Be certain that your dealership attorney 
is knowledgeable about dealer law and 
documents. If he is not, a dealer may 
wish to hire an attorney who is a mem-
ber of the National Association of Deal-
er Counsel (NADC), an organization of 
attorneys who practice car law. 

•  Rely upon state automobile dealer asso-
ciations and the NADC for assistance. 

•  All documents should be reviewed quar-
terly for compliance purposes. 

•  Rely upon a reputable vendor for docu-
ment assistance.

A careful document protocol will go a 
long way to defuse these hazardous hid-
den dangers in dealer documents. 
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Terrence J. O’Loughlin, J.D., M.B.A. is the 
director of compliance for the Reynolds 
and Reynolds Company.
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D E P T

I swear this story is true. 
Once upon a time, in the summer of 

1993, I ran into a woman that my wife 
and I knew outside of church one Sun-
day morning. She and her husband were 
expecting their fi rst child. Attempting 
to make polite conversation, I asked her, 
“Esmerelda, when are you going to have 
that baby?”

“Last Tuesday,” came her icy reply.
So, I quit my job in D.C, sold our 

house, and moved our family to Florida. I 
mean, I couldn’t stay.

Lesson learned: there are some ques-
tions you should never, ever ask. Like if 

a woman is pregnant. Especially in the 
employment context, which is the topic 
of what follows.

We all know that terminating an em-
ployee may lead to a charge of discrimina-
tion. But it can happen at the other end of 
the employment lifecycle, too – the hiring 
process. 

Discrimination in hiring is as illegal as 
discrimination in fi ring. People don’t sue 
you for hiring them, but those whom you 
don’t hire might. So how do you reduce 
the odds?

First, do not discriminate. That should 
be obvious. What’s less obvious is that 
you shouldn’t even create an appearance 
that you might be discriminating. As you 
recall, under federal law, protected class-
es include the following: age, disability, 
national origin, color, race, religion, and 
sex, including pregnancy discrimination. 
That’s under federal law. Individual states 
and localities may include additional pro-
tected classes, so always check with local 
counsel for the lay of the land.

If you can’t fi re someone for falling 
within a protected class, you can’t refuse 

We all know that terminating 
an employee may lead to a 
charge of discrimination. But 
it can happen at the other end 
of the employment lifecycle, 
too – the hiring process.   

BY JIM GANTHER

A C E

to hire someone for falling within a pro-
tected class. And here’s the real point of 
this episode: you shouldn’t ask questions 
in an interview, or mention in an employ-
ment ad, anything that touches upon a 
protected class status.

For example, it is illegal to discrimi-
nate against women who are pregnant or 
may become pregnant. So, if you ask a fe-
male applicant if she intends to have chil-
dren, that’s a no-no. That’s obvious. But 
what if the applicant sees a picture of your 
seven kids in your offi  ce and asks you 
about them? You might want to continue 
that line of conversation and ask about 
her kids. It’s just normal, polite conver-
sation. Don’t do it. If she says she hopes 
to have a family and you don’t hire her, 
you’ve created the appearance that you 
discriminated, even if she’s unqualifi ed 
for the job. People have been sued for less.

Here’s a partial list of questions you 
should never ask a job applicant. What 
they have in common is that they touch 
upon protected class status. This list is 
not exhaustive, but should give you the 
idea:

Questions Better Left Unasked
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•  “When did you graduate?” Age can be 
estimated from graduation years, and it 
is against the law to discriminate against 
people over 40. 

•  “I love your accent. Where are you 
from?” Or, “are you an American citi-
zen?” Or, “what language do you speak 
at home?” National origin is a protected 
class.

•  “Do you have any disabilities?” If an 
applicant comes in with a seeing-eye 
dog, this is self-evident. But not all dis-
abilities are obvious – think epilepsy or 
Lyme Disease – and many disabilities 
are protected under the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. 

•  “Do you need health insurance?” This is 
closely related to the last question. This 
topic will come up when discussing ben-
efits anyway. If you offer health insur-
ance, it’s a non-factor. If you don’t it’s 
not because this particular candidate 
has that particular need. So don’t ask!

•  “What church do you attend?”  Unless 
your dealership is a church, don’t go 
there. Religion is a protected class.  

•  “What are your preferred pronouns?” 
Gender is a protected class. In some 
localities, gender identification is also a 
protected class. Don’t go there.

•  “Are you married?” Marital status is a 
protected class in some jurisdictions.

•  “Are you living with your significant oth-
er?” Family status is a protected class in 
some jurisdictions.

So yes, you may hire employees with-
out getting sued – provided you don’t 
discriminate or create the appearance of 
discrimination. Every. Single. Time. 

This naturally leads to a related ques-
tion: can you terminate an employee 
while minimizing the odds of getting sued 
for doing so?

Yes, you are allowed to fire employees 
and no, it is not a crime. Forty-nine states 
are what we call “at-will employment” 
states. The one exception is Montana, 
which codifies certain protections that 
generally exist under the common law of 
the other forty-nine, but that’s beyond 
the scope of this article.

“At-will” employment means you may 
fire an employee at any time, and the 
employee is entitled to quit at any time. 

D E P T

Severance pay from an employer, or two 
weeks’ notice from an employee is nice, 
but not required by law.

When I say an employer may fire an 
employee at any time, that doesn’t mean 
there are no limits to this otherwise broad 
right. In a nutshell, an employer may ter-
minate an employee for a good reason or 
for no reason, but not for a bad reason.

What constitutes a bad reason? Un-
der federal law, bad reasons include the 
following: age, disability, national origin, 
color, race, religion, and sex. That’s un-
der federal law. Individual states and lo-
calities may include additional protected 
classes, so always check with local coun-
sel if you have any local questions.

There are three exceptions to the at-
will employment doctrine. The first is 
called the public policy exception. This 
means that an employer may not termi-
nate a worker for taking advantage of 
services or rights to which they are enti-
tled. For example, you may not fire an em-
ployee for filing a workers’ compensation 
claim.

The second exception to the at-will 
employment doctrine is implied contract. 
If your dealership has an employee hand-
book that sets forth steps to be taken be-
fore an employee may be fired, those steps 
must be followed. If they aren’t, you may 
have a lawsuit on your hands for breach 
of an implied contract. It is “implied” 
that the terms of the employee handbook 
are the terms of the employer/employee 
contract. Failure to follow the terms of a 
contract equals breach of that contract, 
whether it is written or oral.

The third exception is called “cove-
nant of good faith and fair dealing.” This 
is not common and is recognized in only 
11 states. But if you’re in one of those 
states, your right to fire an employee for 
no reason may be somewhat limited. And 
since you asked, here are the states that 
recognize the covenant of good faith and 
fair dealing in the employment context:

1. Alabama
2. Alaska
3. Arizona
4. California
5. Delaware
6. Idaho

7. Massachusetts
8. Montana
9. Nebraska
10. Utah 
11. Wyoming

And here’s where it gets tricky. The 
employer may terminate an employee for 
substandard work or excessive absentee-
ism, but the employee may allege the real 
reason was actually one of the bad rea-
sons. What’s an employer to do?

The first thing to do is make sure you 
have a written employee handbook that 
makes clear employment is at-will (as-
suming you’re not in Montana). If you 
have a progressive discipline process in 
place, state that it may not apply in all 
cases. I have personally fired two employ-
ees for embezzlement. If you steal money 
from my firm, no amount of counseling 
and probation will save your job.

And document everything. If an em-
ployee is not performing up to standards, 
document that fact and the steps taken to 
help the employee improve. If termination 
becomes necessary, document the reason 
every single time. Establish a protocol for 
terminating employees and follow it. 

If the terminated employee is over 40 
and you ask for a release – generally offered 
in connection with a severance payment 
– that older employee must be given addi-
tional time to review the document, have 
the ability to revoke the agreement for a 
specific period of time after signing, and be 
told to consult an attorney before signing.

If the employee you fired has health 
insurance through the dealership, you 
need to provide a COBRA continuation 
notice. If this all seems complicated, well, 
that’s why we have HR professionals. If 
your business doesn’t have a full-time HR 
director, there are part-time, on-demand 
professionals that can pinch hit as the 
need arises. Just type “HR professionals” 
into your favorite search engine, scroll 
past all the recruitment sites that will 
clutter the first page of results, and you’ll 
see innumerable good options.

So yes, you may terminate employees 
without getting sued – provided you are 
fair, consistent, and document your rea-
sons. Every. Single. Time.   

James S. Ganther is president  
of Mosaic Compliance Services  
and co-founder of Automotive 
Compliance Education (ACE).
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ACE trains, certifies, and 
annually updates dealership 
and industry personnel.

Role-specific and online, 
ACE certification proves 
your commitment to 
compliance.

Automotive Compliance
Education is the a�ordable
compliance certification
that can have a big 
impact on your career.

Come back strong.

Make this your year.

AceCert.org | info@AceCert.org

Want to take the next step?
Visit AceCert.org

Video-based modules make it easy to certify 
whenever or wherever you are. ACE 
certification is accessible online, 
anytime you are ready.
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